Why choose us for your Jewish summer
camp experience...
Jewish Camp America is brought to you by Camp America - the biggest and best
international summer camp staff provider! Since 1969 we've sent over 250,000
young people to work on summer camps all across the USA! So this summer make
sure you're one of them!

Guaranteed Placements
As soon as you've been accepted onto the Jewish Camp America programme, we
will then GUARANTEE you a placement on an amazing Jewish summer camp! All
you need to do is submit your application, pass your interview and we will then
match you to a Jewish camp that's right for you. We work with hundreds of different
types of Jewish camps all over the USA including kosher and orthodox camps, so we
can guarantee you a place on a camp that BEST suits you and your needs!

One to One Service
Jewish Camp America offers a one to one service for all of our applicants. This
means we will be on hand to help you from the moment you start your application.
You'll be fully suported by our professional and experienced JCA team who are all
former Jewish participants - so they can share their experiences with you! We offer a
Freedom to Choose package and an all inclusive package that includes your flights,
insurance, 24 hour support whilst you're in the USA plus much much more!

Official J1 Visa Sponsors
Camp America is a designated J-1 visa sponsor with the US Department of State. As
such we are bound by US government regulation to look closely after the health,
safety and welfare of our participants and we take this obligation very seriously.
Camp America is directly accountable for regulatory compliance, visa application,
SEVIS reporting and accuracy, maintaining our designation and participant
safeguarding. Not all summer camp programmes are official J1 Visa sponsors.

Religious / Not Religious - It Does Not Matter
Camp America is the largest summer camp cultural exchange programme and work
with more Jewish camps than any other organisation. We work with all types of
Jewish camps and it does not matter the level of your religious commitment so there
is no need to be afaid the camp is not religious enough or too religious. Our
dedicated team will work with you to ensure you get placed on the Jewish camp that
fits you the best!

